It is no surprise to find Athanasius a little over a hundred years later describing Antony emerging from twenty years isolation as coming "forth as from a kind of sanctuary, initiated into the mysteries [memystagogoumenos] and borne up by God" (91). The temple imagery is clear and, as I shall note briefly in connection with St. Ephrem of Syria, it has roots in a way of speaking about asceticism that had been drawing on the same sources as the language of martyrdom, and for just as long. Antony, furthermore, is presented as the perfect Christian. He is whole, transfigured, "fully natural" -- as Athanasius remarks in the same passage describing his debut -- and a worker of wonders, a counselor revealing God's intentions for others, the "physician of Egypt" (92). In sum, he is the full realization of the temple of God, its concrete realization.

This leads me back to the tension I noted was clear in Origen. If the lone ascetic or holy man is in fact the realized temple, then what is the role of the ekklesia, the society of the Messiah and of its mysteries, the sacraments? Athanasius, a bishop be it noted, takes care to underline Antony's respect for the Christian hierarchy (93), but that he troubles to do so at all indicates - to me at least - that there were some in the monastic movement who failed to see much need for the ecclesiastical apparatus of public rites and clergy. Thus the Syrian Christian movement (if "movement" is really the right word) of the "praying ones", messalians, appears to have denied the necessity of liturgy and sacrament for the reception of the Spirit (94). These people turn up in the Egyptian desert, too (95). I shall turn to the native, Syrian reply to these shortly. For now, though, let me begin by sketching the thought of one of the most important of the fourth century's ascetic writers and a disciple of Origen:

2a. Evagrius Ponticus (+ 399)

A dweller in the Egyptian desert for some fifteen years prior to his death, Evagrius was perhaps the theoretician of Eastern Christian, monastic spirituality. His analysis of the psyche confronted by temptations, his categorization of the "eight evil thoughts", together with his treatise, Chapters on Prayer, marked forever the literature of Byzantine and all Eastern monks (96). The whole effort, however, was set within the framework of a system which provoked controversies so bitter and divisive that they led to Evagrius' posthumous condemnation in 553. In the case of some the men whom I shall consider below, especially Dionysius the Areopagite (ca.500) and Maximus Confessor (+ 662), much energy will be devoted to replying to some of the difficulties that Evagrius raised. These lay chiefly in his understanding of the human being and the cosmos, together thus with the lack of a real place (though Evagrius himself seems never to have seen it this way) for the Church. Yet he did have important things to say regarding the matter of mystical experience, and he expressed himself on this issue in a way that made use of the language of temple and liturgy.

Evagrius followed Origen while drawing on the latter's contemporary, Plotinus (97). Like Origen, he read the present world of matter and embodied existence as the result both of a fall from an original universe of created spirits, and as the result of divine providence exercised on behalf of the fallen (98). The universe thus emerges as a giant schoolbook or lesson plan and, more than that, in the last analysis as a sacrament. The fallen spirits are called on to do their lessons by ascending the stages of the ascetic life: first by mastering the passions of the body and soul, then by contemplating the divine plan inscribed in the worlds, and finally, stripped of every concern for the body and distraction of the intellect, by receiving as sanctified vessels the uncreated light of the Trinity (99). One is able, however, to read the "lesson plan" and ascend through it to God exactly because that plan is also and at the same time the map of one's own self. Here is the legacy of Plotinus. Like the philosopher, Evagrius understands the human being as the mirror of the cosmos and, vice-versa, the universe as the human being writ large. The ascent through the levels of meaning in the cosmos - from matter through soul and intellect to the divine - is at the same time a journey inwards, and Evagrius thus feels free to borrow Plotinus' lovely image of attendance on the sudden "dawning" of the divine light within (100).

It is at this point, the vision of the triune God within the intellect, that Evagrius does something quite important, and to my knowledge he is the first to do so (101). He reaches for the imagery of Sinai, of Zion, and of the temple. I will limit myself to two passages, first:

If by God's grace the intellect...puts off the old man, then it will also see its own constitution at the time of prayer like a sapphire or with the color of heaven. This also recalls what the scriptures call the place of God [that was] seen by the elders on Mt. Sinai [Ex.24:10]. Scripture calls this the place and vision of peace by means of which one sees in himself that peace which surpasses every intellect. [cf. Job 42:6, a play on Jerusalem, "peace", and
Zion] For it is another heaven that is imprinted on a pure heart. (102)

This is a deliberate internalization of the theophany in the Exodus account of Sinai. The manifestation of God is now something that happens, or should happen, within the nous (intellect). This is also, of course, quite in accord with Origen's interiorization of Israel's sacred history, and equally in harmony with Plotinus' witness to the One within. Moreover, it exploits to the full the philosopher's ambiguity about the precise relationship between the One and everything else (103). Evagrius' "light of the Trinity" is clearly grace, a gift, and not simply conatural with the soul. The "spiritual mountain" or inner Sinai is "the knowledge of the Holy Trinity" (104), but, once having attained the summit, one is still obliged to wait upon the descent of the glory. In the same spirit, and here follows my second quotation, Evagrius draws on St. Paul in 1 Cor. 3 and 6 in order to affirm that every Christian is properly the temple and altar of the presence:

The intelligible temple is the pure intellect which now possesses in itself the Wisdom of God, full of variety; the temple of God is he who is a beholder of the sacred unity, and the altar of God is the contemplation of the Holy Trinity. (105)

The liturgy of the individual Christian, the offering that he or she brings as priest for sacrifice at this inner temple and altar, stripped of the idols of the intellect, is the incense of "pure prayer" (106).

There is an obvious difficulty with Evagrius. His thought focuses entirely on the microcosm of the soul and intellect. This is scarcely surprising in view of his debt to Origen. Like Origen, his understanding of salvation is ultimately disincarnational, and this had to have consequences for his understanding of Christ and the Church. Regarding the former, Evagrius seems to have held that Jesus was the one created spirit who did not fall, but remained united to the divine Logos. The savior's function is therefore to lead his fellow spirits back and up to their original union with the Trinity. With respect to the Church, it is not unfair to say that the cosmos of the ecclesial assembly effectively disappears. The heavenly liturgy is sited entirely within the intellect. Evagrius has nothing to say about the ecclesiastical microcosm mirroring the angels' worship in the temple of heaven, such as we find in Cyril of Jerusalem a few years before him (107), or in Gregory of Nazianzus and Gregory of Nyssa whom he had known while a deacon in Constantinople (108), or in Theodore of Mopsuestia writing at about the same time and afterwards (109). I do not myself believe that this silence necessarily proves that Evagrius, a desert hermit after all and not a bishop, intentionally ignored the corporeal and societal aspects of the Christian experience of God (110), but it is the case that there were others in the ascetic movement who did ignore it. At the hands of some of the latter, the ecclesiastical side of Christianity was programmatically swallowed up by the mystical.

Quite naturally, these monastic extremists fell under the shadow of episcopal disapproval. Councils of bishops were summoned and synods convoked in the East from the 350's to the middle 1300's - fully a millennium of nervous concern - to deal, in whole or in part, with issues and apparent problems raised by the ascetics (111). These problems came with several labels: Origenists, Messalians, Manichees, Paulicians, Bogomils, and Hesychasts - to name the most prominent. While some of the groups were genuinely heretical, and others fully orthodox, all of them at one time or another worried the authorities of church and state. But hierarchical dismay and even the anathemas that were often launched seldom had their desired effect, at least not until they came accompanied by a rationale which could satisfactorily reply to these groups and accommodate their insights. As it happened, it was the ascetics themselves who would provide the theological framework reconciling the interior liturgy with the worship of the Church, and this framework was already beginning to appear at just about the same time as Evagrius himself was writing. For that response, at least in its origins, I shall be obliged to travel first to Mesopotamia and the Syriac-speaking branch of the Eastern Church, to someone who was its most famous representative as well as to a writer whose name remains unknown.

2b. The Syrians: Ephrem and the Liber Graduum

St. Ephrem of Nisibis (+ 373) was neither a bishop or ordained cleric, nor - at least technically speaking - a monk. He was not really a layman either, but rather the representative of a peculiarly Syrian Christian institution whose roots possibly extend back to the beginnings of Christianity, and even into inter-testamental Judaism: the consecrated
celibate. The Syrian word for Ephrem's calling was ihidaya, literally a "single" or "only one". Such persons belonged to a class -- or better, an "order" -- of people within the Syrian Church called the "sons" or "daughters of the covenant", the bna or bnai qema (112). This meant that Ephrem was pledged to an ascetic way of life, but one that would not be practiced in isolation from the life of his local, urban church. He was thus, to be sure, set apart for his ascetic vocation, but not physically removed, off alone in the desert like an Antony or an Evagrius, nor part of a self-sufficient community of ascetics like the early monasteries of St. Pachomius in upper Egypt. His situation in the midst of the life of his city church goes some way toward explaining the balance of his thought, though nothing save genius and inspiration can account for its depth and luminous spirituality. He was a poet and teacher, a composer of hymns, and the subject of his poetry was always the mystery of Christ's incarnation, the love of the Father who willed it, and the fire of the Spirit given through it. Ephrem wrote his poetry for the Church, specifically for his local congregation at Nisibis and later, in the last ten years of his life, at Edessa (modern Urfa). His hymns and poems were often composed expressly for use in communal worship, and their balance between, on the one hand, ascetic and mystical fervor and, on the other hand, sacramental realism already goes some way toward providing a reply to those extreme tendencies in Christian asceticism that I have been discussing. It also helped that he was being translated into Greek and acquiring an admiring readership in Greek-speaking territory during his lifetime.

There is one particular set of Ephrem's poems, the Hymns on Paradise (113), that I would like to bring up as providing the beginnings of a reply to the dilemma I sketched in Evagrius' thought. It is not that Ephrem even knew of, let alone pondered, the problems posed by his younger contemporary, but he was certainly intrigued all his life by the relationship between (to borrow from St. Paul) the outer and inner man, letter and spirit, the visible sign or symbol and the unseen reality so signified. His vocabulary for sign and symbol included a dozen or more terms, all of them roughly equivalent (114). All the world, and a fortiori all of Scripture, he read as "mysteries", ražeh in Syriac, of God's presence, summed up in the one great mystery, ražeh: the Word who clothed himself with our humanity (115). This approach spilled over into his reflection on the Church's public worship, in particular the latter's ražeh or sacraments. Ephrem's Paradise Hymns drew on the Old and New Testaments in order to present the Eden of Genesis 2-3 as both a mountain and a series of concentric circles (116). Each level of the paradise mountain, each circle, represented, in turn: 1) a different degree of beatitude corresponding to the Church's division into "penitents", the "just" (i.e., the baptized and virtuous), and the "victorious" (ascetics) (117); 2) one of the three components of the human being: body, soul, and created spirit (Ephrem's equivalent to Evagrius' noua) (118); 3) stages of the ascent up Sinai as portrayed in Exodus 19 and 24, with the presence of God at the summit, Moses on the heights, Aaron and the priests on the slopes, and the people at the base (119); and 4) at least the implication of the "geography" of the church building via the Hymns' allusions to the structure of the Jerusalem temple. Thus the innermost shrine of paradise, the Tree of Life, corresponds to the holy of holies, while the Tree of Knowledge answers to the veil or curtain dividing the innermost shrine of the Ark from the holy place (equivalent to the church nave) (120). I would venture to add that, by implication, one could thus read the middle and lower slopes of Ephrem's mountain as corresponding, respectively, to the nave as the place of the "just" and to the narthex or church porch as reserved for the penitents and those not yet baptized. In addition, and most importantly, the peak of the mountain and center of the innermost circle are simultaneously the presence of Christ. It is Christ's cross (the Tree of Life) and his glory (the actuality of the world to come) that inform both the Church and the individual Christian (121).

These different levels of meaning and of application may be said to meet or coalesce for Ephrem in the eucharistic presence. "The body was the veil of your glory", he writes elsewhere, "and the bread is the veil of the fire that indwells it" (122). Holy communion is the moment when the believer recognizes the divine indwelling. Writing in the Paradise Hymns on the disciples' experience at Emmaus in Luke 24, Ephrem observes that "bread... was the key whereby their eyes were opened to recognize the all-knowing" (123). It is the bread of communion, he notes elsewhere, which "tears the veil" between the believers and their perception of the Lord who dwells within (124), and with whom they had all along been "clothed" at their baptism (125).

Ephrem's understanding of Christianity is thus fully sacramental and deeply mystical. Furthermore, it pulls the ascetic "solitary" and the worshipping assembly together, and it does so by means of the same scriptural sources and themes that I have been dealing with throughout this essay: Sinai, temple, Christ, and Eucharist. What is remarkable is that Ephrem appears to be unaware of any controversy. The "polarities" of the mystical and the liturgical do not seem to exist for him, but are rather two facets of one and the same experience. For the poet of Nisibis, the mystery of the altar
and the encounter within the heart cannot but be one and the same Christ, the "Lord of symbols" (126).

Yet if Ephrem seems to have written without the air of controversy (at least regarding the subject of this essay), this was not the case for a Syriac work that was composed sometime toward the end of the fourth century, which is to say at about the time that extreme tendencies among the ascetics had begun to alarm many eastern bishops. While the Liber Graduum (Book of Steps) was never translated into Greek, and only in this century appeared in Latin translation (127), I bring it up as an instance of the conscious application of a corrective, from within the ascetic community of northern Mesopotamia, to the extreme positions that were being charted by many. The Liber's twelfth discourse in particular provides a reply to certain people who despise "this church, altar, and baptism which can be seen by the body's eye" (128). These visible institutions, the writer insists, were established by the Lord Jesus in order that,

...by starting from these visible things, and provided that our bodies become temples and our hearts altars, we might find ourselves in their heavenly counterparts...migrating there and entering in while we are still in this visible church. (129)

The earthly church and sacraments embody their heavenly originals, and mediate the latter's presence to the believer. These "three churches", whose ministry is a single life and whose minister is the same Holy Spirit (130), exist in a way that is parallel and coordinated. One abides throughout this life in the visible church. There is no transcending it on this side of the eschaton. But its sacraments enable the believer to discover in his or her heart the presence of the heavenly liturgy and to "migrate there" even while still in this life. The "migration" in question is clearly what other writers would and did refer to as the vision of God: "The heavenly church and the spiritual altar will be revealed to us" (131). This vision, the writer concludes, is the "mountain of the Lord" where "the light of his countenance shines" (132). As in Evagrius (and perhaps Ephrem), the traditions of Sinai, Zion, and the "glory" have been interiorized, but the Liber is careful, unlike Evagrius, to stress that this experience may only come about through the ministry of the "visible church", since it is the latter that serves as the pattern of the "churches" of the heart and of heaven (133). It is perhaps of interest that Syrian monks seemed to have picked up on the Liber's potential for correcting lacunae in Evagrius by occasionally crediting the latter with its authorship (134). At about the same time, another product of the Syrian Christian tradition, and likewise anonymous, wrote for the Greek-speaking world on a very similar set of themes.

2c. The Macarian Homilies

Although the Homilies come down to us under the name of Macarius the Great of Scete in Egypt, they are the work of an unknown from northern Mesopotamia whose views, until quite recently and quite like the Liber, were characterized as "Messianian". Once more like the Liber, the truth is the very opposite (135). "Macarius" is likewise concerned about establishing the ties between heart and altar via the liturgy. Indeed, he is even more concerned than the Liber, for he returns again and again to the themes of Christ, the Church, the soul and, together with the latter, the notes of Sinai and Tabor, temple and glory.

In Christ all the images of God's dwelling with Israel find their summation. He is the Christian's "true world and living bread, and fruit-bearing vine, and bread of life, and living water" (136). For his saints Christ has become "their house and tabernacle and city" (137), their heavenly Jerusalem (138). This community which joins heaven and earth is the Church, the body of Christ, who is "the head of the Church as the soul is in all its body" (139). Christ's presence among and in his holy ones is the same glory as shone from him at Tabor, and that Moses encountered on Sinai. Now the glory is hidden within the bodies of the saints, but then, at the eschaton, it will be manifested openly (140). The aim of the Christian is thus to seek out the glory that indwells him or her, and come to know it consciously even in this life - "from the present moment", as Macarius often puts it.

The Macarian focus is therefore throughout on the soul. This leads him to something very interesting. He internalizes Ezekiel's vision of the merkabah (Ezk 1:4-28) in much the same way that Evagrius treats Sinai. It is the soul, says Macarius, that is the true "throne of God", the chariot and place of the glory which is Christ's (141). The intellect or heart, the "inner man", is therefore capable of embracing heaven. The heart is the site of the heavenly Jerusalem where Christ dwells, together with the angels and the saints (142). Here one also finds the same parallel between the soul and the Church that I pointed out in the Liber Graduum. Macarius' language in discussing the ministry
(diakonia) of the soul (143), together with his calling on it to "gather" (synago) its thoughts and actions (144) in order to be transformed or changed (metablethenai) (145), deliberately echoes the terminology of the eucharistic assembly and worship. Diakonia, synaxis, and metabole for the eucharistic change were all of them technical terms employed by Christian writers of the fourth century and earlier for liturgical action (146). Macarius supports his conscious transfer of "public language" concerning prayer to the sphere of interior prayer with an explicit appeal to the idea of the microcosm:

"Church" is therefore said with regard both to the many and to the single soul. For the soul which gathers all its thoughts is also the Church of God...and [so] this term applies both in the case of many [people] and of one [person]. (147)

He was therefore obliged to explain how the microcosm of the soul was related to the ecclesial macrocosm, and his explanation bears a striking resemblance to the Liber's twelfth discourse:

The most important discussion of the relationship between the Church and the soul occurs in Homily 52 of the larger and, unfortunately, less well known collection of the Homilies. Its intentions are clear from the start:

The whole visible arrangement of the Church of God came to pass for the sake of the living and intelligent being of the rational soul that was made according to the image of God, and that is the living and true Church of God...For the Church of Christ and temple of God and true altar and living sacrifice is the man of God. (148)

This recalls not only Origen and Clement, but also the meaning of the Christian martyr. It is not Macarius' intention to denigrate the visible Church and its Eucharist - as he seems in fact to have been accused of doing (149). Like the Liber, he insists that the Holy Spirit is fully as present in the visible assembly and "in all the liturgy of the holy Church of God" as in heaven (150). But the Church's form in this world is not its permanent one. Rather, that form or shape serves as the indicator of the eschatological reality which informs it:

The whole formation of the icon of the Church [is] that the intelligent beings of faithful souls might...be made again and renewed and, having accepted transformation [note metabole again], be enabled to inherit life everlasting. (151)

The presence of the Spirit known and recognized in the Eucharist must find a corresponding presence in the heart of the believer: "because all the present arrangement will pass away [at the eschaton], but hearts alive in the Spirit will abide" (152). As I noted in discussing the sacraments in the New Testament, the consecration of the bread and wine at the Church's altar is in anticipation of the eschatological transformation of the assembled believers and of the world. Macarius' point is that this transformation is already open to experience now, in this life, both at the altar and within the heart. Heart and altar carry the same presence. The altar indicates its visible or objective truth, while the heart is the place of its inner and subjective validation.

The homily's second half explores these parallels, and sets out two important correlations between the eucharistic liturgy and the inner life:

The sequence [akolouthia] is a type of the rational and hidden matters of the inner man, [and]...the manifest arrangement [oikonomia]...of the Church [is] an pattern [hypodeigma] of what is at work in the soul by grace. (153)

By "sequence" Macarius means the division of the liturgy into two halves: the "liturgy of the word", or synaxis, that embraces the reading and elucidation of the scriptures, and the eucharist proper, the offertory, consecration, and communion. He declares this division an illustration of the mutual interdependence between the cultivation of the virtues, asesis, and the grace of the Spirit (154). By "arrangement", on the other hand, he means the structure of the church building and the ordering within it of the faithful: penitents and catechumens in the narthex, lay believers in the nave, and clergy in the sanctuary. He then sets out the devout believer as progressing from the narthex (literally, "from some outer place") through ordination to the sanctuary, in order to end up standing around the bishop's throne with the other celebrants. This, he says, is an image of the progress which is potentially every Christian's: from the struggle to achieve the virtues to inscription "in the Kingdom among the perfect workers and with the blameless ministers and
assistants [literally: "ones who are beside the throne", i.e., the angels] of Christ" (155). Both temporally and spatially, therefore, the liturgy on earth is the icon of the heavenly Church and the perfected soul.

I would be tempted to call this treatment of Christian worship allegorical were it not for the unfortunate associations moderns have too often attached to "allegory", especially the view that sees it as the forced imposition of meanings onto - and divorced from - a text's original sense. Macarius is not trying to read alien meanings into something fundamentally unrelated to his concerns. In describing both his experience of Christ within the heart and his adoration of him at the altar, he brings into play the same associations from the Old and New Testaments that I have been dealing with all along. Heart and altar proclaim the same reality, Christ. The corporate expression of the Church is the necessary and validating guide to - and confirmation of - an experience which is properly subjective, mystical. This "allegorical" or "symbolical" reading of the liturgy as both the icon of and touchstone for the mystical encounter brings me to another and even more influential figure in the history of Christian spirituality - and one, I might add, who is at least as misunderstood in modern times as Macarius: the mysterious author of the Corpus Areopagiticum.

C. Byzantine Spiritual Writers

1. Dionysius the Areopagite

According to Acts 17, Dionysius the Areopagite was one of the few prizes won on the occasion of St. Paul's unsuccessful attempt at converting the learned pagans of Athens. Sometime around 500 A.D., and coming from the area of Syria-Palestine, a body of writings appeared that purported to be the work of the scriptural Dionysius. Whoever the real writer was (now our third anonymous author), he was someone trained late Neoplatonism. The language of Proclus Diadochus (+ 486) and other late pagan philosophers is unmistakable. These two facts, the pseudonym and the heavy impress of late Platonism, have led many learned students of the Areopagitica to dismiss them as the work of a writer who was only very marginally Christian, at best (156). When coupled with the long-held view that "Dionysius" was the "father of Christian mysticism" (an astonishingly erroneous position), the whole enterprise of Christian mystical literature has also often come under suspicion, a conclusion that has suited some scholars, especially those of the Lutheran and Reformed traditions, very well indeed (157). Both Dionysius' mysticism and his Platonism need instead to be considered against the background I have been sketching. Some of this consideration has already seen print, particularly with respect to the Alexandrian writers (158), but next to no one has as yet explored the matter of Dionysius' Syrian Christian roots (159), nor presented him as in continuity with the currents of ascetic and "Christian gnostic" literature this essay has been following. I am therefore rather alone in maintaining that Dionysius does belong to these streams, so let the reader take warning.

It is in the light of the two, preceding works that I would like to take up what is perhaps the problem regarding Dionysian thought: how do his works on the hierarchies (a word, by the way, that he invented (160)) mesh with his description of the ascent to mystical union with God discussed in his little treatise, the Mystical Theology? To put briefly a reply that I have sketched at some length in other studies (161), the mystical ascent is the concluding stage of a journey that begins in the opening chapter of the first of Dionysius' treatises, the Celestial Hierarchy. This book and its companion, the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, lay out an apparently rigid scheme of mediation. Divine grace descends "in due measure and order" from the highest angels around God through the lower orders to the Christian bishop and his clergy, and then from them in turn to the assembled faithful. Dionysius is nothing if not insistent on the importance of this descending sequence. He even dedicates a long "Epistle" toward the end of his corpus, number VIII, "To Demophilus, a monk", chastizing an ascetic who had dared upset the order ordained by God in order to take upon himself functions belonging properly to the clergy - in this instance, absolution for sins and care of the consecrated, eucharistic elements (162). It is difficult not to see in this scenario a deliberate attempt to address some of the difficulties associated with the monastic movement. Dionysius wants to support the authority of the clergy and the structures of the institutional church, in particular the validity and inviolability of the order of worship.

Thus the second book of the Dionysian corpus is devoted to what the author calls "our hierarchy" (163), which means, simply, the Church. The sacraments are dealt with in chapters two through four, while the final three chapters address, respectively, the ordination of the clergy, monastic tonsure, and Christian burial. One point about this sequence is important and deserves attention. The treatise is centered, literally, on chapter four, the sacrament of the chrism, by
which Dionysius does not mean post-baptismal anointing (already covered in chapter two), but the confection and consecration of the fragrant oil used both for that anointing and for the consecration of church altars. This allows him to focus the chapter exclusively on the altar within the curtained sanctuary where the prayers take place. After dwelling on the clergy gathered around the holy table, and then turning to the highest order of angels, Seraphim and Cherubim, whom the clergy represent (164), he moves to consider the altar itself. "Our most divine altar", he states, is "Jesus...in whom we, according to Scripture, once having been consecrated and mystically consumed, have access [to God]" (165). Christ is the center, again literally, of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. The whole Church, its sacraments and its ordered clergy and faithful, represents and embodies Christ, in whom the believer encounters God. The Church is theophany.

So far this accords with half my essay's concern, the Christian experience of God as liturgical. But where is the personal, the mystical? Dionysius replies with the brief treatise, The Mystical Theology, which offers his account of the mystical ascent and union with God in the "darkness of unknowing" (166). A good many critics have read this little work, so immensely influential for subsequent Christian literature (167), as having first of all nothing to do with the firm articulations of the hierarchies, but rather as focused exclusively on the lonely encounter of the mind with divinity, the "alone to the Alone" of Plotinus (168). Thus, secondly, the hierarchies (and with them the sacraments, Church, and Christ himself) are simply bypassed in favor of a mysticism and even a "metaphysics of the first principle whose roots are deeply embedded in Neoplatonism" (169). Put bluntly, the Mystical Theology, with its emphasis on the way of negation (apophaseis and aphairesis) shows up the mysterious Dionysius as a Platonist wolf in Christian sheep's clothing. Or else, more charitably, the (apparent) gulf between this treatise and those on the hierarchies proves the fundamental incompatibility between subjective experience and ecclesiastical machinery, or, as might be said in America, between personal and institutional religion.

There is in fact no such dichotomy in Dionysius (170). To demonstrate this, let me begin with the image that the Areopagite chooses to illustrate the ascent in Mystical Theology I,3. It is none other than Moses climbing up Mt. Sinai:

The divine Moses is bidden first of all to purify him-self...and, after all purification, he hears the many-voiced trumpets, he beholds many lights lightening with pure and many streaming rays. Then, when he has separated from the many and from the chosen priest [cf. Ex.24:10ff], he attains to the summit of the divine ascents. And yet in these he still meets not with God, for he sees not him...but the place where he dwells...and then...he enters into the truly secret darkness of unknowing...united by the cessation of all knowledge to him who is wholly unknowable. (171)

Given my discussion of Sinai earlier, and its continued resonance in the New Testament and later Christian tradition, it does not appear to me farfetched to argue that Dionysius expected his readers to catch the liturgical and ecclesial echoes in this passage. Moses is certainly a "type" of the Christian bishop, just as Sinai as a whole - purified people at the base, priests part way up, Moses on the height (does the reader recall Ephrem?) - is a "type" of the Church. But where is the personal appropriation? Where is the connection between Sinai as image of the Church, and as icon of the little church of the soul?

To find that link I would like, first, to return to the literary structure of the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, second, to a few lines from the Epistle to Demophilus, in order the conclude, third, with that opening chapter of the Celestial Hierarchy which, as I said earlier, marks the beginning of the Dionysian journey that finishes with Moses' ascent. To begin with the treatise on "our hierarchy": while chapter four on "Jesus our most divine altar" comes at the center of the book, chapters II and VII deal with death and rebirth, specifically the death-rebirth of Baptism and the death-rebirth of Christian burial in hope of the resurrection (172). The whole of human life is therefore encompassed by the Church. Chapters III, V and VI explore, respectively, the Eucharist, clerical ordination, and monastic tonsure. The book's first three chapters thus feature a movement as it were "up" to the altar, while the last three progress "down" from it. This is particularly clear in chapters five through seven where there is a clear spatial progression: from the consecration of the bishop and clergy before the altar table, to the tonsure of the monk immediately in front of the entrance to the sanctuary, and finally to the body of the deceased being carried outside the doors of the church building on its way to the graveyard. Macarius' use of the spatial arrangement of clergy and laity comes clearly to mind, and I believe that Dionysius' point is the same: the church as a whole, the structure of both the building itself and of the ordering of the ecclesial assembly,
serves as the image of the individual Christian writ large. Thus Moses' ascent of Sinai corresponds exactly to each believer's climb up the "mountain of the heart" - or entry into the inner temple of the intellect - in order to stand before the presence of God and be "mysteriously consumed" on the altar which is Christ (173). The "holocaust" of chapter IV, and the "access" which, in Jesus, is thus opened to God, correspond to Moses' surrender of active knowing and his entry into the divine darkness.

My reading of "our hierarchy" in relation to the Mystical Theology is seconded by a remark Dionysius makes to Demophilus. He has just finished telling the unruly monk that only the clergy have the right to enter the sanctuary. Monks belong outside the gates of the altar area (174). It is rather, Dionysius' continues, Demophilus' task to establish order (taxis) in his own house, and that means finding the proper place for the faculties of the soul - appetite, emotion, and reason. Once he has done so, then indeed he might be given authority over others (175). The well ordered Church, the taxis of "our hierarchy" in Dionysius' language (176), is there to provide Demophilus with the image of what he ought to be doing - indeed, of what he ought to be. The right ordering of the sanctified soul is mirrored in the divinely established articulation of the Church. In concert therefore with Macarius and the Liber Graduum, Dionysius sees the ecclesiastical taxis as having been arranged in such a way as to bring the soul into communion with the heavenly reality which the earthly church also reflects.

I arrive thus at my third witness, the opening chapter, paragraph three, of the Celestial Hierarchy:

It would be impossible for the human intellect to be ordered with that immaterial imitation of the heavenly hierarchies unless it were to use the material guide that is proper to it [i.e., the liturgy, thus:] reckoning the visible beauties as reflections of the invisible splendor, the perceptible fragrances as impressions of the intelligible distribution, the material lights an icon of the immaterial gift of light, the sacred and extensive teaching [of the scriptures as reflections] of the mind's intelligible fulfillment, the exterior ranks of the clergy [a type] of the harmonious and ordered habit [of the intellect] that is set in order for divine things, and [our partaking] of the most divine Eucharist [an icon] of our participation in Jesus. (177)

Here are exactly the same elements as were at work in the Syrian writers. The earthly liturgy reflects the heavenly worship and, at the same time, mirrors the soul. It is the liturgy of the visible church which thus provides the soul with the means and, so to speak, the education necessary for it to achieve its communion with heaven. In the very first of his treatises, therefore, Dionysius has set out the framework within which he will place the ascent of Moses in the Mystical Theology. Here, in this life, the Christian may know Christ and know him directly. That knowledge and meeting take place within the intellect, the nous, but only through the Church's altar which thus binds the two, heaven and the soul, together.

The encounter with Christ, in this life, must necessarily be brief. It is "sudden", as Dionysius writes in his Epistle III, in an allusion to both New Testament and Platonist traditions of divine epiphany (178). Moreover, as he says in a uniquely personal testimony, its context is also liturgical and eucharistic: "It was this sacrament [the Eucharist] which first made me see and, through its ruling light, be led up in light to the vision of the other sacred things" (179). The greater and open vision of Christ in glory awaits the eschaton (180). The eschatological awareness that suffuses the Dionysian corpus is underlined by the fact that its concluding passage takes the form of a letter, Epistle X, addressed to the author of the book of Revelation in exile on Patmos (181). Dionysius, in sum, touches all the bases that I have dwelt on in this essay. He merits thus his place as the last patristic witness whom I shall explore in detail.

3b. From Maximus the Confessor (+662) to Nicholas Cabasilas (+1390)

With Dionysius the main lines of the Eastern Christian reply to the problem - and biblical tradition - of the personal and collective experience of God take on what has remained their basic shape to the present day. For perhaps the most profound theologian of the Byzantine era and a great authority on the life of prayer, Maximus Confessor, it is unquestionably Dionysius' understanding of the "little church" and spiritual Sinai that guides the Confessor in his composition of a brief but immensely influential commentary on the Church's liturgy, The Mystagogy (182). Maximus presents the church building as a series of icons that represents, in the following order: God, the created universe, the
human being as soul and body, and finally the soul itself. Everything meets at the single mystery of the altar, Christ, where the believer discovers in himself or herself the anticipation of the Resurrection (183). The key to Maximus' account is, once more, his assumption that the liturgy of the earthly church serves as the image of heaven and of the soul, and that it mediates between them.

Three and a half centuries later one finds exactly the same understanding of the relationship between the liturgy of the Church and of the "inner man" in the great Byzantine mystic, Symeon the New Theologian (+1022). There can be no question of either Symeon's mystical credentials or of his fervent, sacramental devotion (184). That which binds personal experience and liturgy together for him is again the notion of microcosm and macrocosm. The Church for Symeon is the new creation, the heavenly Jerusalem and spiritual paradise (185). At the same time, the sanctified believer is also "the great world" in whom Paradise is restored and communion with God reestablished (186). Linking the two together is the worship on earth celebrating with "types" and "symbols". Symeon brings this out most clearly in his XIVth Ethical Discourse, where in a sequence that he seems to have taken from Celestial Hierarchy I.3, quoted above, he suggests that the lights, incense, choirs, crowds in attendance, and the refreshments of a solemn feast served in the monastery church should signify, respectively, the lamps of the soul's virtues, the fragrance of the Holy Spirit, the angels, the company of the saints, and the living bread of the Eucharist (187). Given this interior realization, he adds in addressing his interlocutor: "Then... you are celebrating a spiritual feast and concelebrating with the heavenly powers of the angels" (188), that is, joining together heaven and earth.

Symeon's ideas, or rather the continuum to which he lent further expression, appear again yet more clearly in his disciple, Nicetas Stethatos (+ca.1090) (189). Nor, in spite of a certain reaction on the part of church and state authorities to the free-ranging and occasionally problematical sanctity that a holy man such as Symeon represented to the bishops of his day and thereafter (190), does the line die out with Nicetas. It is present in the hesychast movement of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries whose champion, Gregory Palamas (+1359), successfully defended a spirituality centered on the "Jesus prayer" and the expectation - or at least the ever present and eagerly sought possibility - of direct, personal contact with the risen Christ in the light of Tabor (191). Perhaps more important still, the fourteenth century also provided a writer whose appeal was not to the monastic element, but deliberately addressed to the ordinary Christian. One does not have to become a monk, writes Nicholas Cabasilas (+ca.1390) in his remarkable book, On the Life in Christ, in order to experience God. One may do so simply by obeying the commandments and participating in the sacramental life of the Church where all grace is present (192). Nicholas is not, though, advocating an "attend the church of your choice" sort of spirituality, coupled with pious moralisms. He understands the sacraments as communicating both a genuine experience and a presence. For him the visible church at worship is first of all the "portrayl of a single body, which is the work of the Savior" (193), and it is Christ who is the one true priest, altar, and sacrifice (194). Christ is temple and the Church is temple, in other words. Nicholas arrives at the third element, the Christian as temple, while discussing the service of a church's consecration. The bishop approaching the altar in the service of the latter's anointing is, he remarks, "a vested type and image of the altar which is man himself...The ceremonies are signs of these things...[and the bishop] exhibits the altar in himself" (195). It is the human being, in short, who is alone "truly capable of becoming a temple of God and an altar" (196). In the words of a modern student of Nicholas, the latter united "that interior Eucharist which is the uninterrupted invocation of the Name [of Jesus], with the frequent partaking of the heavenly Bread which is the sacramental root of the presence of Christ in the believer's heart...the 'real presence' of Christ both by invocation of the name and by communion" (197).

Conclusions

Let me return to the hermit whose puzzle I invoked at the beginning of this essay. Given what has come between, I hope it has become clear why my solitary ascetic, living much as his predecessors did a millenium and a half ago in Egypt's deserts (or in Palestinian caves, or on Syrian mountain tops), does not today feel a jolt of dissonance or alienation on walking into a church building gorgeous with the heritage of imperial Christendom, or balk at being asked to merge his devotions with forms laid down by the emperor's court at Constantinople. He does not react in either of these ways because, first of all, he feels himself to be part of a continuum of experience and testimony that reaches back to the origins of the Christian Church, and of Israel before. Sinai, Horeb, and Zion are the landmarks of his spiritual geography as much as are Bethlehem, Tabor, and Golgotha, and their common witness he understands as continued in the "high places" of the Church's past, which is to say, both in the martyrs, ascetics, apostles, and teachers whose lives
have revealed the Spirit who moved the prophets and who was poured out "on all flesh" through Christ Jesus, and in the rites and hymns which "re-present" the history of the revelation, whose aim and accumulated meaning he recognizes in the paschal salutation, "Christ is risen!" The "heavenly bread" of the Eucharist is real for him, and he finds in the Church's altar the peak of the mount of revelation and throne of the presence behind the sanctuary veil. Yet, secondly, this very act of recognition, within the community and in the context of the liturgy, is the product of a personal и intimate process of appropriation whose careful mapping-out was the work of those generations of men and women of prayer whose contributions I have touched on so lightly in the preceding pages. Thus my hermit's round of solitary prayer and fasting, the night vigils in his cell or cave, the poverty and renunciation, the close watch of his heart's turnings and the workings of his secret darknesses, are all of them in quest of the same mountain and throne, the "place" of the divine glory and abiding that he discovers already present at the Church's altar. He therefore comes to the church and its liturgy in order to be assured and renewed in his vocation, to feed on its realization and accomplishment in Christ, and so be enabled to continue assisting at its coming to birth within his own heart. He knows, just as well as the great third century bishop, Cyprian of Carthage, that "one Christian is no Christian", that he is part of an organism drawing its life from a living stream which spans the millenia, "the river of life that flows from the throne of God and of the Lamb" (Rev. 22:1).

By way of an afterward, I will admit that my hermit is obviously not a typical representative of Orthodox Christian experience, at least in the sense of being a kind of norm. He is an extreme case, and his vocation very rare. On the other hand, and just exactly because he sits on the very furthest point of whatever bell curve of Eastern Orthodoxy one might wish to graph, he is most representative of the larger community. In the very person and (may I be forgiven the expression) "lifestyle" where one would expect to find an advocacy of "personal religion", of "mysticism" as the solvent of community and institution - of liturgy in short - one finds instead the latter's affirmation. My hermit is the exception who not only tries the rule, but who lives and embodies it, though his way of doing so may seem very strange and paradoxical (at best) to our late twentieth century, American sensibilities. Perhaps, though, the fact that he does appear so odd, and the coincidence of opposites in him so extraordinary (or pathological), might serve as a kind of admonition, or even judgement, regarding those sensibilities and their assumptions. He is a reminder that religion in general, and Christianity in particular, is a strange, wild growth whose roots go deep, indeed, and whose branches stretch out to the limits of human experience and even, so my hermit would say, infinitely beyond. And if this plant, this simultaneously earthly and unearthly tree of life, is not recognized, let alone welcomed, inside the walls of a suburban congregation, or else within the safely sceptical confines of a faculty club - well then, whose fault might that be?

Hieromonk Alexander (Golitzin)
Department of Theology
Marquette University
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